FAST & EASY LIGHTWEIGHT
ROOFING SYSTEM NATURAL SLATE

TRUE NATURAL
SLATE

NON-CARBONATED
TECTONIC SLATE

ORIGIN: SPAIN

READYSLATE® maintains all the exceptional properties of natural slate, a product which has been
formed by nature for over 500 million years with
unmatchable and unbeatable characteristics.
No other artificial alternative product can compare
with slate.

Quarry operating since 1968.

PRODUCTION
We are the largest producers of
natural slate worldwide, with
more than 190,000,000 pieces
produced per year.

NOMINAL THICKNESS
3.5 mm

SIZES
300 x 200 mm

FORMATS
Rectangular

COLOUR
Black

TEXTURE
Smooth

TECHNICAL DATA
WATER ABSORPTION
0.11 - 0.36% Code: W1 (< 0.6%)
CONTENTS OF CARBONATE
NON CARBONATED
0.22 - 0.56% Fulfill (< 1.50%)

NATURAL SLATE,
THE BEST ROOFING
MATERIAL KNOWN TO MAN

MOR CHARACTERISTIC
Transversal ≥ 43 MPA
Longitudinal ≥ 50 MPA
SO2 EXPOSURE TEST
S1
THERMAL CYCLE TEST
T1
FREEZE THAW TEST
Fulfill < 0.6%

INNOVATIVE
READYSLATE®, the first pre-assembled natural slate roofing system, developed and patented by
CUPA GROUP, world leaders in slate production.

Black EPDM P profile

Protective film

6 high quality 300 x 200 mm
handcrafted natural slates (3.5 mm)

Self-adhesive waterproofing
bituminous membrane (1300 x 330 mm)

FASTER AND EASIER LIGHTWEIGHT NATURAL SLATE ROOFING

DURABILITY

ECOLOGY

PERSONALITY

Natural slate is a long-lasting,
high strength, weatherproof
and fire resistant natural material which holds natural beauty
and remains unchanged over
time in terms.

Our 100% natural slate is split
by hand and uses no additional chemicals, which combined
with its unmatchable durability,
makes it a sustainable material
with low environmental impact.

Characterized by its natural
sheen and incomparable texture, natural slate is an elegant
material, bringing prestige to
any surface. Each natural slate
extracted is unique.

SIMPLE
Do-it-yourself approach: The 4-step installation doesn’t require a skilled trade or specialised machinery.
READYSLATE® modular design ensures complete waterproofing and seamless integration with any
existing roof elements.
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READYSLATE® is easily installed with nails. All individual slate tiles are predrilled to simplify the
installation process. Once fitted, peel back the
protective film.

READYSLATE’s modular design makes installation
extremely simple. Aligning the modules is even easier as you overlap the second module over the remaining waterproof sheet of the previous module.
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READYSLATE® slate tiles are marked with an
overlapping line to ensure can be accurately
laid with ease.

Repeat, easily adapting modules to any roof element, to complete your own waterproof, resistant and eco-friendly natural slate roof.

Valleys, ridge, hips and other singular points: READYSLATE® can be combined with most of flashings and waterproofing solutions in metal or other materials.
*Please consult our step-by-step installation instructions for more information.

EFFICIENT
READYSLATE

TRADITIONALLY
INSTALLED SLATE

ASPHALT
SHINGLES

CLAY ROOF TILES

FIBER CEMENT
SHEETS

Hand-split
quarried
natural slate
Do-it-yourself
Extraordinary life
expectancy
Fast, easy
installation
Increases
house value
Eco-friendly
*Study conducted by ADAPTA SG

LIGHTWEIGHT

EASY TO INSTALL

READYSLATE® modules are lightweight and flexible without losing strength and resistance. It is
designed to comply with any building or roofing
legal weight requirements.

READYSLATE® modules can be installed without hiring a professional tradesperson. Unlike other materials, there is no need for specialised labor. The system is designed to be a faster and reliable alternative.

QUALITY

INCREASES HOUSE VALUE

READYSLATE® modules are mainly made of natural slate, the most resistant material used for
roofing, with a lifespan that last hundreds of
years. The long-lasting natural beauty of slate
cannot be replicated by artificial alternatives.

READYSLATE® modules provide considerable added value to any property. It is a good investment,
as a good roof enhances your a good roof can enhance your home’s value.
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